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(IN)VISIBLE MAN is an ancestral body of work. I was merely the vessel utilized to 
execute the vision. So please understand that this work is not mine. Although I 
contractually own the rights to (IN)VISIBLE MAN, the album is a covenant between 
God, the ancestors of Black Wall Street, and myself. I thank God for ordaining a 
country boy from Longview, TX (which is the inspiration for the name Dr. View) to 
come to Tulsa, develop communal relationships with dope creatives in the state, and 
create an album that is truly a reflection of how God loves His children. I thank God 
for providing me the peace and space to sort through my own bullshit and truly 
recognize how He values my life. I was called to come to Tulsa, and I love everything 
about it. I’m never leaving the 918. 
 
To the Ancestors of Black Wall Street. I’m also grateful for you all. I feel, hear and 
even see your presence every day. I leaned on you all for this project. For guidance 
and understanding of the assignment that I’ve been given in the place that you all 
built. Wakanda is not real, but the mecca of Black Wall Street, which is Greenwood, 
will forever be a place of prosperity and growth. I realized that even though I’m not 
from Tulsa, the mindset of Black Wall Street has always been embedded in my DNA. 
Economically, Black Wall Street will be Black Wall Street again. Underline, highlight, 
circle or tweet that last line. I want you all to remember what I said, so you all can 
witness the evolution of Greenwood. 
 
To Ariel, my wife, my best friend. You will forever be my beautiful surprise. All 
props to you because I wasn’t even planning on developing liner notes. You 
understood the significance of them, even when I did not. But if people knew you, 
they would understand that I’m only Dr. View because you saw the potential of who I 
could become, even at my lowest points in life. You encouraged, forgave and loved 
me, even when I did not love myself. Increase is coming for us, but I know God is 
going to bless you even more, because you have truly embodied the love that He 
wants all people to give. You are the definition of holistic love, and I’m grateful that 
you allowed me the space to create and produce this album. I love you 
unconditionally. 
 
To Amir Sky. I am in awe of you each and every day. I can’t believe that God 
allowed you to be my son. You’re a rebel, but you’re also a beautiful spirit that has 
truly been on Earth before. You are ahead of your time, a true leader and lover of 
knowledge. You are smart. You are kind. You are loved. You are Black. You can. And 
you will. Always remember that. You are the Prince of the Sky. Thank you for making 
me a better father and husband. Although I work non-stop, you unconsciously find 



effective ways to make sure I am present in the moment. Time is of the essence and I 
realize that spending it with you and your mother is far more valuable than the pursuit 
of money. I love you with all of my being.  
 
To my mother, Mary Johnson. I thank you for your sacrifices. Reaping season is 
upon us. As I’m writing this, the Holy Spirit is telling me that you have done a 
beautiful job in raising me. Great grandma, Stevie (who I was named after), Pa Pa, Ola 
Mae, Ms. Davis and Aunt Doris are all proud of you. I know it wasn’t easy raising me 
in Longview, but look at the fruits of our labor. We took all the punches to the chin 
and remained steadfast. I am because you are. I’m blessed to call you my mother. 
Many will never understand all we’ve endured, but some things don’t need to be 
explained, because we know that it’s simple: God covered us. I love you mom. I love 
you as well, Granny, Uncle Jr., Aunt Deborah and Bear. 
 
To my Dad. I’ve never called you that until now. You’ve always been Thomas to me. 
I have healed from the scars of you not being there. I don’t blame you. I wouldn’t be 
the person you see today if you were there. Sometimes, as Ralph Ellison states, “it is 
advantageous to be unseen.” I felt that growing up, but now as a husband and a 
father, I understand that you did not know how to cope with trauma. I’m not 
excusing you, but I get it. It takes a lot to see your vulnerability as a sign of strength. 
I’m grateful we are in a good place. I love you. My wife loves you. Amir adores you. 
We’re family. I’m a Johnson, but I’m also a Brown. Ola and Ula Mae, Shon, Troy, 
Myriah, Roman, Aunts Mary, Velma and cousins Katrina, Patricia, Angela and 
LaToyya all have told and shown me that. I love you pops. I got to get used to that. 
 
Much love to all my folx that reviewed, listened to or provided inspiration and 
support during the development of this album: Regina Bradley, Ahmad 
Washington, Yoh Phillips, Brandon Caldwell, Kiese Laymon, David Stovall, 
Jared Ball, Bettina Love, Ruth Nicole Brown, Blair Smith, Lauren Whiteman, 
Nehemiah Frank, Ogden, Payne, Taylor Crumpton, B. Brian Foster, Carlie 
Carpio, Derrick Brooms, Brandon Oldham, Lavelle Compton, Richard 
Washington, Missy Emerson, Trey Thaxton, Karen Jacobs, Greg Robinson, 
Sean Jarrett, Dexter Nelson, Quraysh Ali Lansana, Dylan Green & Ricco 
Wright. I appreciate you more than you know. I understand that Blackness is 
complex, and I don’t fit the traditional mold of an artist, so the ability to bring 
journalists, Hip-Hop scholars, artists and friends together to provide feedback and 
critiques that personify love truly makes me happy. I love you all.  
 
Shout out to Mark Kuykendall for allowing me to have my album listening party at 
Wild Mountain Studios. The ambiance of driving into the Osage Mountains with 
three 15-passenger vans filled with my people (who had no clue what they were about 



to experience), pulling up to the hilly driveway and seeing the fire pit burning with the 
Tulsa skyline in the background was one of the dopest experiences that I’ve ever had. 
I look forward to utilizing the space for future projects.  
 
Big shout out to all the artists, homies and friends on the project: Am’re Ford, 
think.progress, NOLO, Thomas Who?, 1st Verse, Spunk Adams, St. Domonick, 
Steph Simon, Hakeem Eli’juwon, Parris Chariz, M.C. Keeng Cut, Dialtone, 
Beety, Soufwessdes, Written Quincey, Jacobi Ryan, Deezy, Chris The God MC 
Cain, Tony Foster Jr. 1 of OD, Fred, and my cousin Michael. Although I go into 
detail with everyone in the liner notes, I want to let you all know, collectively, that I 
appreciate and love you dearly. I was so worried about you all telling your stories 
(which you did), but you were also telling mine. It’s mad trippy to hear this album and 
pinpoint experiences that are connected to your lyrics. As I said in the beginning, this 
album is ancestral work of all our people. I’m grateful for your artistry, but more 
importantly for your spirit. Thank you for believing in me.  
 
Lastly, to Jacc Spade. You’re a true angel and a dope ass engineer. I can’t express 
how important it is for artists to invest in engineers. You all are the key to enhancing 
our sound. Engineers are our sound translators. I could never do what you do, bro, 
but for you to interpret exactly what I want is the true essence of freedom. I feel seen 
and heard. For three months, we listened and wrestled with each individual sound on 
each track and developed what we believe is a masterpiece not only for Oklahoma 
Hip-Hop but for Hip-Hop as a whole. We remained patient, knew we had something 
special, and enjoyed the process of seeing the album come into fruition in its own 
time. But what I enjoyed most from the album experience was actually going into the 
studio and just talking about life with you. Literally the first 30-45 minutes consisted 
of us just talking about life before we even touched a record. I learned your story of 
surviving a car accident that ejected you out of your seat 60 feet in the air, how you 
survived it, and how you were able to not only have the activity of all your limbs but 
also make music and do it at a high level. Did I mention you were an angel? 
Jacc, Ralph Ellison stated that “invisibility...gives one a slightly different sense of time, 
[as] you’re never quite on the beat. Sometimes you’re ahead and sometimes behind. 
Instead of the swift and imperceptible flowing of time, you are aware of its nodes, 
those points where time stands still or from which it leaps ahead. And you slip into 
the break and look around.” You made my invisible interpretation of sound visible in 
every track, but more than anything you listened to my story and helped me walk into 
my purpose. You stopped time for me, and allowed me to reflect on where God is not 
only taking me but also taking you and other Oklahoma artists. For that, I want to say 
in front of the world that I appreciate and love you, bro. Let’s continue to build the 
legacy that we want to leave for our partners, children, and community. I thank God 
for you and Mary’s Kitchen Studios. Truly. 



 

Liner Notes 
 

Without light I am not only invisible, but formless as well; and to be unaware of one’s form is to live 
a death. I myself, after existing some twenty years, did not become alive until I discovered my 

invisibility.  
Ralph Ellison 

 
(IN)VISIBLE MAN, inspired by Oklahoma’s own Ralph Ellison and his iconic book, 
Invisible Man, is a compilation Hip-Hop project that features only Oklahoma artists.  
Ellison, an aspiring musician in his youth, particularly as a student at Douglass High 
School under the leadership of music teacher Zelia Breaux, was a self-proclaimed 
audiophile who consumed jazz recordings and was more than aware of the musical 
innovations that surrounded him. Jazz music permeated all aspects of his life: from his 
lifelong love of Louis Armstrong, to his study of music and the trumpet at Tuskegee, 
and into his literary career as one of the first African American writers to examine and 
analyze extensively jazz music as both a cultural and an aesthetic phenomenon. 
(IN)VISIBLE MAN is an extension of Ralph Ellison’s legacy, because similar to 
Ellison’s use of jazz aesthetics in his writings, this album harmonizes the contrasting 
cultural influences and forces that informed his text and stands, as A. Timothy 
Spaulding states, “as both an explicit critique of the [anti-Black and] racist ideology 
ingrained in American culture, and a work of art that transcends the artistic limitations 
and didacticism of such a critique.” In short, (IN)VISIBLE MAN is an attempt to 
make sense of reality through an array of times, spaces, places and events that do not 
necessarily unfold in a linear manner. 
  
(IN)VISIBLE MAN was recorded in two days, and was mixed and mastered for three 
months at Mary’s Kitchen Studios by the engineering great, Jacc Spade. Artists were 
given the name of the project and the instrumentals to which to write, but they 
received no feedback or direction on what to write. The only thing I did was pose thia 
question to them: How do we make the invisible visible (sonically, lyrically, 
transitionally, thematically) throughout the entire album? Ellison states in Invisible Man 
that, “I’ve illuminated the blackness of my invisibility–and vice versa...you hear music 
simply because music is heard and seldom seen, except by musicians.” My goal as 
executive producer was to provide the sonic landscape that would illuminate the 
artists’ lyrics, or furthermore, the explanation of how they viewed their blackness and 
invisibility. Many times in Hip-Hop it’s hard to balance dope lyrics with dope 
production. It always feels as if one has to compromise the other. I equate this to 
living in America. At times we have to negotiate our Blackness just to survive or 
navigate places and people that truly do not want us to exist. Once I became 



conscious of the power of our collective invisibility, I knew that we would make 
something that would allow both the sounds and lyrics to become one. 
 
This album is an intersectional soundtrack of my values, my musical influences and 
what I represent as a Black man, father, husband, mentor, mentee, DJ, producer, 
educator, and community organizer. It’s a reflection of the fluidity, royalty and wealth 
of Blackness, and I’m grateful to experience music in a way that is transformative to 
and for me.  
 

 

1. (IN)VISIBLE 
featuring Am’re Ford 
(A. Ford, S. Johnson, A. Estes) 
Arranged by Am’re Ford: 1974 Roman Teller Violin & Steinway Grand Piano 
Recorded by Jerrel Jackson at The Drum Shop Recording Studio. Tulsa, OK. 
Mixed & Mastered by Jacc Spade at Mary’s Kitchen Recording Studios. Tulsa, OK. 
Sample(s): I Feel Like a Motherless Child (Public Domain) & Goin’ Up Yonder by 
Walter Hawkins & The Love Center Choir. All Rights Reserved. 
 
(IN)VISIBLE contains a classical arrangement of the negro spiritual “I Feel Like a 
Motherless Child” fused with gospel classic “Goin’ Up Yonder” by Walter Hawkins & 
The Love Center Choir. (IN)VISIBLE is an intro that reflects how Black people feel 
unseen in society, and ultimately feel like they’re living life without a mother or the 
basic tools needed to survive in America. As a result, many contemplate the 
possibilities of not living on earth anymore, and prefer to go up yonder to be with 
God. For they know they will be loved with God in heaven. 
 
I appreciate the fact that for the first five minutes of the album, you hear nothing but 
sound. I think Am’re’s approach to this piece (which he played both the piano and 
violin) sets the tone for the entire project. Ralph Ellison stated in Invisible Man that he 
“discovered a new analytical way of listening to music. The unheard sounds came 
through, and each melodic line existed of itself, stood out clearly from all the rest, said 
its piece, and waited patiently for the other voices to speak.” Am’re’s classical, spiritual 
piece is interconnected to how Ellison articulated the Black experience in his writing, 
through the construction between sound and emotions. Many times, Black people 
don’t always have the space or time to verbally express how we feel. Sometimes we 
just have a moan or a hum. Am’re made what is typically deemed non-existent, and 
brought Black improvisation, history and sound to the forefront. Am’re, I appreciate 
your vulnerability and courage to share this with me. I love you bro and can’t wait for 
everyone to see what we have in store in 2021! 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



2. CUT DEAD 
featuring think.progress 
(C. Patterson, S. Johnson, A. Estes) 
Produced by Dr. View  
Recorded by Jerrel Jackson at The Drum Shop Recording Studios. Tulsa, OK. 
Mixed & Mastered by Jacc Spade at Mary’s Kitchen Recording Studios. Tulsa, OK. 
Sample: Stop Taking My Love by The Mellow Moods. All Rights Reserved. 
 
I met think.progress backstage when I was giving a TEDx talk at the University of 
Central Oklahoma. He was a volunteer for the TEDx program and when I heard him 
speak, I said to myself “Mannnnn, he sounds like Gil-Scott Heron.” Fast forward and 
look at him now. With no prior experience writing poetry (but my assumption that his 
pen has always been impeccable), think.progress took flight with the poetry game. A 
Jersey City, NJ native, it has been a blessing to see his resilience in spite of life 
circumstances, and the beauty he has in depicting Black life. 
 
CUT DEAD is a poem broken into three parts for the album. Jacc Spade’s words at 
the beginning of this record just put you in the mood for the record (and quite 
frankly) the entire album. I believe that this album is EPIC and will be received as 
such. Artist think.progress conveys the importance of remembering injustices while 
holding oneself accountable in liberating all Black folx through transparent, vulnerable 
and purpose driven questions and community action. How do we persevere and find 
ways to protect the mindset, body and hope for all Black Humanity in the face of 
white supremacy? think.progress expresses that although our lives could be cut dead 
at any moment, we still have to live for truth and life, for that’s the only place that 
gets us to the promise land. 
 
Lyrics 
Jacc Spade 
Mannnn! This gon’ be epic bro. Like, like the soundtrack for the summer or 
something. Everybody gon’ be knocking this. Epic bro…. EPIC! 
 
think.progress 
left to my own devices I disappear…. 
 
far too many minds closed for the truth. 
justice failed Trayvon Martin the night he was killed. 
a verdict setting his killer free. 
Black boys are denied the right to be young. 
dangerous. 
interchangeable. 



guilty until proven innocent. 
sophisticated thugs. 
expendable. 
they are not invincible. 
closed mindsets. 
invisible. 
divisible from fearless dialogues. 
one nation, indivisible, ridiculed with liberty and justice for some 
I am invisible. 
I was never more hated than when I tried to be honest; to tell the truth. 
truth is living when living is a lie. 
living is truth/living is life. 
living is love/living is life. 
what are you living for? 
I’m living for life. 
I’m living for truth. 
the truth is the light. 
CUT DEAD. 
 
 
3. SWISH 
featuring Thomas Who? & 1st Verse 
(R. Thomas, D. Clark, S. Johnson, A. Estes) 
Produced by Dr. View  
Recorded by Jacc Spade at Mary’s Kitchen Recording Studios. Tulsa, OK. 
Mixed & Mastered by Jacc Spade at Mary’s Kitchen Recording Studios. Tulsa, OK. 
Sample: Stop Taking My Love by The Mellow Moods. All Rights Reserved. 
 
SWISH is a warning shot from artists Thomas Who? & 1st Verse to all listeners who 
laugh at the thought of Oklahoma Hip-Hop. These artists are expressing that they can 
in fact rap with the greats, because they come from greatness. Thomas Who? & 1st 
Verse take different approaches of effortlessly accomplishing the same goal: to 
balance creating a banger filled with a soulful sample that is historical, with 
contemporary and conscious bars. Thomas Who? comes from a place of righteous 
and indignation rage, while 1st Verse comes from a place of cool, yet calculated 
reflections. Both exemplify how I have to navigate and see the world, both as Dr. 
View (Thomas Who?) and Dr. Stevie Johnson (1st Verse) and how I’m trying to merge 
the two, even when it feels impossible. 
 
I’m grateful for the Mellow Moods’ record “Stop Taking My Love” because similar to 
Am’re’s approach on the intro, it is my way of not only expressing my emotions 



through sound (primarily since I do not play an instrument) but it also allows me to 
stop time, re-create time, and hear each individual layer of the beat. From the 
orchestra, to the vocalists in the sample (which I will argue reflect classical, gospel & 
R&B), allow me, in the words of Ralph Ellison, to hear “not only in time, but in space 
as well.” With its orchestral and soulful layers, it provides a great foundation for the 
artists to express how they love their craft and their people. It was by far my favorite 
and most difficult record to chop and sample (as well as mix and master). It took Jacc 
Spade and I twenty mixes to get the right version. Thank you for your patience Jacc.  
 
Lyrics 
View! 
 
Thomas Who? 
Yeah… Ayye 
Came from the bottom to got em 
buckets to whipping a goblin 
niggas act like they the answer  
but wont let it ring that's a problem 
spittin dope at ya sponsor 
dinner table with the mobsters 
eating greedy little tortellini like my baked ziti kinda posture 
I'm saucing on niggas 
flossing my Powers for hours they think I went Austin on niggas  
choppa it’ll hit ya 
then it's the coroner, casket, and reverend reciting a scripture 
lord Jesus please save em 
I'm as nice as he makes em 
sky high on your top ten, in a mach 5 speed racing 
bench press get ya bars up 
got a backwood full of stardust 
I was in the kitchen watching niggas whipping work til it bubble like a starcrunch 
disregard if they arent us 
me and mines get to seeing signs 
thorough nigga you should be advised 
snitch and die due to TMI  
I ain't ever told, there’s a certain code that you chatty patty's ain't abiding by 
hit the booth with a blank slate 
left the lab with a homicide 
out of town still blowing gas, and blowing bags at yo promenade 
loose lips tend to sink ships 
revolution all that imma start nigga imma God  



 
1st Verse 
I can't give you a vibe that I ain't on 
If it’s genuine a trying time might make a trying song 
This is my favorite space to seldom put disguises on 
A bell rang like a xylophone and that light came on 
I saw the clouds part and dissipate 
Saw Black excellence, prosperity proliferated 
I saw the distance to greatness eviscerated 
Everything I saw was love and I participated 
I wrote this rap like a mission statement 
It came back to me like a happy birthday wish belated 
Organize like, ain't no miscellaneous 
I'll let you play favorites, sacrifices, made for this 
I pray they all pay off like after life was gave to this 
I pray the details captured right when they takin flicks 
Navigate the mazes, it's the magic making mavericks 
My people properly plated the dish and need they assist, I can't miss 
Swish. 
 
 

4. PSALMS 23 
featuring Dr. View 
(S. Johnson, A. Estes) 
Produced by Dr. View  
Recorded by Jacc Spade at Mary’s Kitchen Recording Studios. Tulsa, OK. 
Mixed & Mastered by Jacc Spade at Mary’s Kitchen Recording Studios. Tulsa, OK. 
Sample: Stop Taking My Love by The Mellow Moods. All Rights Reserved. 
 
This track came about during a studio session in which Jacc Spade and I just reflected 
on how God has truly blessed our lives. Both of us should be dead, and yet, God has 
given us grace and wives that support our visions. From hearing Jacc Spade talk about 
how we survived a car accident in which he was ejected from his vehicle 60 feet in the 
air, to discussing the vision I received from God during my first ever Daniel Fast (I 
was on a 21 Daniel Fast while we were mixing this project), I just realized we were 
lacking a space on the album to give God glory for bringing us together to create this 
project for Tulsa, Oklahoma and Black Humanity. After laying down Psalms 23, I 
realized that this social experiment of (IN)VISIBLE MAN was divinely planned. This 
is what I identify as God’s Gumbo, the sound of Oklahoma Hip-Hop. 
 
 



Lyrics 
Dr. View 

The LORD is my shepherd; I shall not want. 
He makes me lie down in green pastures. 
He leads me beside still waters.  
He restores my soul. 
He leads me in paths of righteousness 
for his name's sake. 
Even though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death,  
I will fear no evil, 
for you are with me; 
your rod and your staff, 
they comfort me. 
You prepare a table before me 
in the presence of my enemies; 
you anoint my head with oil; 
my cup overflows. 
Surely goodness and mercy shall follow me 
all the days of my life, 
and I shall dwell in the house of the LORD 
forever. Amen. 
 

 

5. EARL BOSTIC 
featuring Spunk Adams 
(R. Adams, S. Johnson, A. Estes) 
Arranged by Spunk Adams:  Julius Kelwerth “The New King”  
Recorded by Spunk Adams in Spunk Adams’ crib. Oklahoma City, OK. 
Mixed & Mastered by Jacc Spade at Mary’s Kitchen Recording Studios. Tulsa, OK. 
 
This saxophone solo by Spunk Adams is named in honor of Tulsa native Earl Bostic. 
Bostic was an American jazz alto saxophonist, rhythm and blues alto saxophonist, and 
a pioneer of the post-war American Rhythm and Blues style. He was a technical 
master of his instrument, yet remained somewhat underappreciated by jazz fans due 
to the string of simple, popular R&B/jump blues hits he recorded during his heyday 
in the '50s. In 1951, Bostic landed a number one R&B hit with "Flamingo," plus 
another Top Ten in "Sleep." Bostic became important training grounds for up-and-
coming jazzmen like John Coltrane, Blue Mitchell, Stanley Turrentine, Benny Golson, 
Jaki Byard and others.  
 



Ralph Ellison’s love for jazz music is heavily documented, particularly his love for 
Louis Armstrong. As he states in Invisible Man, “when I have music, I want to feel its 
vibration, not only with my ear but with my whole body.” Ellison’s love affair with 
jazz is rooted in the fact that it is the “invisible music of [his] isolation.” Jazz reflects 
the invisibility that we as Black people feel (un)consciously. and provides the 
opportunity for Ellison, (similar to how the beats and sounds of this project allow 
artists to lyrically engage with their Blackness), to engage in writing cultural 
commentary about the experiences of Black folx. As a sidenote, I recommend you all 
to read other books that Ellison wrote such as Going to the Territory, Juneteenth, Shadow 
& Act, as well as Flying Home & Other Stories, and The Collected Essays of Ralph Ellison. 
 
Spunk Adams now carries the torch that Bostic created. In essence, this solo is 
connecting the present to the past, in an effort to reimagine the future. I also believe 
that instruments sometimes speak louder than words, and I wanted to make sure I 
gave Spunk the space to be himself with no distractions. He nailed it flawlessly. 
 
 
6. OPEN EYES 
featuring Thomas Who?, Tony Foster Jr, St. Domonick & M.C. 
(R. Thomas, T. Foster, C. Fletcher, M. Crockett, S. Johnson, A. Estes) 
Produced by Dr. View  
Recorded by Jacc Spade at Mary’s Kitchen Recording Studios. Tulsa, OK. 
Mixed & Mastered by Jacc Spade at Mary’s Kitchen Recording Studios. Tulsa, OK. 
Sample: My Love Don’t Come Easy by Jean Carn. All Rights Reserved. 
 
Open Eyes reminds me of Lawrence Fishburne at the end of School Daze, when he 
tells us to “Wake Up!” Open Eyes is in that same vein. Thomas Who?, Tony Foster 
Jr., St. Domonick & M.C. all recognize what is happening in the world, and are 
challenging Black folx to understand that we have to stick together and take every day 
as a prized possession. We all have different ideologies. Blackness is not monolithic, 
and we don’t/won’t agree on everything, but how do we listen to each other when 
our lives depend upon unity? Don’t get it twisted, all Black folx ain’t down for true 
liberation, but for those that are called, how do we come to establishing an 
infrastructure that is not dependent upon whiteness? Ellison poses a series of 
questions: “Being invisible and without substance, a disembodied voice, as it were, 
what else could I do? What else but try to tell you what was really happening when 
your eyes were looking through? And it is this which frightens me: Who knows but 
that, on the lower frequencies, I speak for you?” The optimism of Invisible Man lies not 
in the events that befall the protagonist, but in what he becomes. Up to that point, he 
is Every Black Man in America; wherever he turns (to capitalism, Communism, 
nationalism, nihilism), someone is trying to make him disappear. White America, in its 



secret and bitter heart, wants Black America to go away. Isolation, assimilation, 
expulsion, destruction: any means will do. I, as well as artists Thomas Who?, Tony 
Foster Jr., St. Domonick & M.C., know that we’ve been called for a bigger purpose 
for our Black humanity, recognize our invisibility, but are also aware of how White 
America is ready for us to die. This is why we are so adamant about coming together 
and lyrically/sonically telling our people to “Wake Up!” 

 
Could a space exist without Whiteness and if so, what would it look like for us to 
fund dreams/visions that normally would take years to implement, that we could 
execute in months? As Ellison questioned, “Could this compulsion to put invisibility 
down in black and white be thus an urge to make music of invisibility?” My response: 
Absolutely, but we also want to leverage this music to mobilize movement towards a 
more humane, dwelling place for Black folx. 
 
This sample by Jean Carn really resonated with me. I am a sucker for a saxophone and 
I hope to learn to play one day. This sample flip provided me the space to let out my 
anger through sound. When I reflect on the murdering of Black life such as Botham 
Jean, Atatiana Jefferson, Konyale Madden (a transwoman relative of mine who was 
murdered in 2013 and whose killer was never found), I’m reminded that regardless of 
my credentials as a DJ, producer and a Black man who holds a PhD, I’m still viewed 
as another nigger. That fuels how I look at Black economics and community 
organizing. If we can kill off capitalism and Black egotism, I believe we have a chance 
to bring Black Wall Street back to its prominence. I unequivocally believe that and 
that’s what I received from the Holy Spirit.  
 
Lyrics 
View! 
 
Thomas Who? 
Yeah Yeah.. Yeah 
Yeah Yeah.. Yeah 
Yeah.. look 
Up in the clouds like  
that was a loud flight 
even my edibles audible 
that is a sound bite 
perfect vision that surrounds  
Identify until I found Christ 
Thomas isnt what he said my  
nigga that don’t even sound right 
I'm peddling melanin  



what is a score to a nigga that settles it  
and southerners getting a dick in they Dixie 
I bust on confederates 
rebel spirit imma rider 
post-traumatic stress survivor 
if you don’t understand your privilege 
then take a look at Amber Guyger 
the reincarnation of Botham 
I'm not the Nathaniel that massa was hoping  
I'm more like a shoot until caskets are closing 
for every black body that scattered the ocean  
perfect picture Vincent Thom Goh 
nothing everything that I know 
hard to think that I talk sweet  
when a hot round hit your pot hole 
the shooter been shooting 
cam was a prophet 
trump is in office 
computers with Putin,  
book full of bots 
you won’t call it collusion 
I’m peeping the plot they producing confusion 
redeeming the nuisance  
maybe I am really woke though 
simple nigga wit a third eye, 
catching ever image that they dont show... Thom Nigga 
 
Tony Foster Jr. 
As I look around I gotta ask myself: what is the meaning of all this? 
They love us just as much as they can use us: so what are we doing with all this? 
Yeah. I can’t. 
So what is the meaning of all this? What is the meaning? What is the meaning? 
 
St. Domonick 
Hey, 
Roll up a blunt while I look at the stars  
highest one in the room a unique point of view I can see from afar  
plus I speak from my heart 
young vuelo with various strains in my jar  
let me put in layman’s for y’all 
I’m nice with these words but this shit is a job  



I grind til my pockets is big as bizarre 
my niggas is starved 
we ain’t asking for shit cus it’s overdue 
hardknock how we livin, the cards we’ve been given 
I sit back and think what would hov do?  
I come from a place where they tried to erase all our history 
Generation with no faith in victory 
bitch I’ma go til my neck look like mr. T 
all that cap and complainin ain’t shit to me 
they took kaep out the game cuz he took a knee 
so I’m yelling fuck 12 while they booking me 
ima die on that ledge ain’t no shook in me 
smoke a blunt clear my head while view cook the beat 
hey, to get to the top it’s gon take more than grind 
if we organize we gon be on the rise 
we bridging the gap between these borderlines my nigga it’s flight 
hey, And bitch I been reppin forever  
to get to this point it’s been tougher than leather 
all of my niggas that suffered together gon kick down the door and start ruffling 
feathers  
so many questions to ask 
with so little time, so much on my mind I pray that I’m blessed on my path 
 
Tony Foster Jr. 
As I look around I gotta ask myself: what is the meaning of all this? 
They love us just as much as they can use us: so what are we doing with all this? 
Yeah. I can’t. 
So what is the meaning of all this? What is the meaning? What is the meaning? 
Yeahhhhhh 
 
M.C. 
Ayyyye 
I can’t even flex 
This life is a test 
I had to give it and give it to God just so I could carry the rest 
You see I’m wearing the crest 
The name like Hammer but we never go into debt 
We never war in the stress 
We never going for less 
Less education done poisoned our brains into thinking that we ain’t got jobs that are 
payin 



The money thats stopping the hungry and starting the funding for things that we 
prayin 
So listen the plan 
Imma work while I lift up the man 
Sellin shirt till I’m gifting a grant 
Sell a verse till my kids owning land 
Till every kid understand (AYE) 
That we gotta add and multiply 
Only the money we hope divides 
Only the chosen will open eyes 
 
 
7. GIMME DA ROCK 
featuring Written Quincey 
(J. Robertson, S. Johnson, A. Estes) 
Produced by Dr. View  
Recorded by Jacc Spade at Mary’s Kitchen Recording Studios. Tulsa, OK. 
Mixed & Mastered by Jacc Spade at Mary’s Kitchen Recording Studios. Tulsa, OK. 
 
Written Quincey and I are a part of the PCAT Fellowship (Parent and Community 
Action Team). Major shout out to Greg Robinson and his whole PCAT Team! PCAT 
is comprised of 20-25 north Tulsa parents, educators and/or community advocates 
from a diversity of perspectives and lived experiences all connected through a deep 
commitment to the health and vibrance of north Tulsa. The ultimate outcome of the 
fellowship is to build power within north Tulsa stakeholders. PCAT builds power by 
training fellows on the fundamentals of organizing and movement-building and then 
applying those lessons to identify and impact issues affecting the north Tulsa 
community. Written, who is an educator and poet, came to the studio after one of our 
PCAT meetings to listen to the album (mind you, Jacc Spade and I were already done 
with the album). He heard the emotion of Open Eyes, and said, “I got something for 
the album.” I didn’t question the Holy Spirit because I knew Written truly had 
something. Written’s verse, by far, is the most confirming verse on the record (for 
me). Written spoke through me, to let me know that not only is he built for this 
liberation work, but so am I. This was confirmation rap. 
 
Written is an OG and for someone like me who has only been living in Tulsa for 6 
months, I knew I had many people who questioned my motives for making a 
compilation album of this magnitude in Tulsa (I lived in Oklahoma City for 10 years 
prior to moving to the Town). And to be honest, Written had every right to challenge 
me. But what most will see as hate, I saw as critiques and feedback that came from a 
place of genuine love for his people. Written, you’re a griot who I respect 100% and I 



appreciate your support and push for staying true to the vision. I’m glad to have you 
by my side fam.  
 
Lyrics 
WRITTEN QUINCEY 
How I calculate all this? 
Moves made in the Uncle Ruckus of loud silence, 
Visions lost in the click and the tick of a rusted timex, 
Emotion, simmering in the Pyrex 
Convince the jury, the defense rest 
10 seconds left, gimme da rock, say less 
Built for the pressure, 
Doc Scholls, in my insole 
Take over, in the spirit in the depth of my inner soul 
Yeah, Born by the light on the corner on the pole, 
Born of the light....... 
 
8. MAKIN’ EM MAD 
featuring Jacobi Ryan 
(J. Isham, S. Johnson, A. Estes, K. Lane, O. Devers) 
Produced by Dr. View  
Recorded by Joey Sative in Jacobi Ryan’s Room in Oklahoma City, OK 
Mixed & Mastered by Jacc Spade at Mary’s Kitchen Recording Studios. Tulsa, OK. 
Sample: Dedicated to the One I Love by The Temprees. All Rights Reserved. 
 
Jacobi Ryan is Lawton, OK. And don’t you forget it. I remember being at the 
University of Oklahoma during graduate school and DJing an open mic event where I 
got to witness the greatness of Jacobi Ryan. I knew from the first time I saw him, that 
I not only wanted to work with him musically, but wanted to become his brother. His 
aura spilled greatness and I wanted to be connected to it. It’s amazing to see how we 
continue to evolve and align as we get older. 
 
“Makin’ Em Mad” is a statement track. We know that most people will not 
understand the vision that we have for our art. Most will disregard it as nothing more 
than hate speech. Jacobi and I know that the hate is going to come (both from white 
and black folx), but we’re not fazed by it. We’re going to keep allowing our passions 
to take us to greater heights, and continue to make people mad. 
 
Jacc is my big bro and he was just letting me know that I’m special, I belong here, I’ve 
put in the work, and it’s time to let the world know how we do it in Tulsa. It was 
confirmation again that I have to do what I’ve been called to do, even if I didn’t ask 



for it. I didn’t ask for this music shit; it was given to me, and as much as I know 
people are going to try and discredit me, I have to keep on pushing with my purpose, 
in an effort to help my village.  
 
Major shout out to Keeng Cut and 1 of OD for coming through the studio and laying 
the skit down, but more importantly, putting me on game regarding the craziness that 
went down in front of the Chicken Shack in the early 2000s! It was important to make 
sure I provided a vivid picture of places and spaces that reflect the music. Much love 
to y’all. 
 
Lyrics 
Jacobi Ryan 
(Oooh Baby) Makin em, Makin em, Makin em, Makin em Mad 
(Oooh Baby) Makin em, Makin em, Makin em, Makin em Mad 
(Oooh Baby) Makin em, Makin em, Makin em, Makin em Mad 
(Oooh Baby) Makin em, Makin em, Makin em, Makin em Mad 
(Oooh Baby) Look at that, look at that, look at that, Makin em Mad 
(Oooh Baby) Look at that, look at that, look at that, Makin em Mad 
(Oooh Baby) Look at that, look at that, look at that, Makin em Mad 
(Oooh Baby) Look at that, look at that, look at that, Makin em Mad 
 
*View! (Car drives by)* 
 
Jacc Spade: View, let me tell you bro. Man these is gonna be the anthems for the 
summer bro. 
 
Dr. View: You think so? 
 
Jacc Spade: Man, don’t be scared to stick yo chest out, bro they gonna hate 
regardless, my nigga. 
 
Dr. View: aight, aight, aight.... 
 
Jacc Spade: Man, you out here making niggas mad. 
 
Dr. View: Fuck them niggas. 
 
Jacobi Ryan 
We makin em mad, we makin em mad, we making em mad aye 
**Making em mad** 
How I was raised go do ya thang go get a bag look 



**go get a bag*** 
We got nothing in common cuz I ain’t the one to be following fads 
I ain’t copping a jag 
Til it’s sumn I got for my dad & I 
Got my mama every bag 
Bought they house I swear that’s where it’s at 
I ain’t gotta say it haters know what up 
...know they hate to hear the facts 
 
**look** 
Everything written real 
That shit crazy play it back 
If I said that then i meant that 
** Know u can’t take it back ** 
Nah 
Pulling up in all black 
***black*** 
Niggas talkin all cap 
***cap*** 
Say she mad I’m like why? 
***why*** 
Ah a nigga Forgot to call back 
Weapons form but don’t prosper 
From these hoe niggas to these officers 
Fuck the cost of its profit 
Team full of bosses we partners, we making em mad 
 
(Oooh Baby) Makin em, Makin em, Makin em, Makin em Mad 
(Oooh Baby) Makin em, Makin em, Makin em, Makin em Mad 
(Oooh Baby) Makin em, Makin em, Makin em, Makin em Mad 
(Oooh Baby) Makin em, Makin em, Makin em, Makin em Mad 
(Oooh Baby) Look at that, look at that, look at that, Makin em Mad 
(Oooh Baby) Look at that, look at that, look at that, Makin em Mad 
(Oooh Baby) Look at that, look at that, look at that, Makin em Mad 
(Oooh Baby) Look at that, look at that, look at that 
 
We making em mad, we making em mad, we makin em mad aye 
***making em mad*** 
They look at me crazy cuz I done came far from where niggas was at 
**where we was at** 
But i don’t be trippin I’m chillin just grateful i got what i have 



**just grateful** 
I wanna put on my homies so I gotta keep all the rights to that 
**gimme that shit*** 
I just Follow my purpose then suddenly I’m on my way to the bag 
***way to the bag*** 
Know they be hating I hear what they saying it’s making me laugh 
***making me laugh** 
 
Her confidence *crazy* she doing Her thang I keep sayin she bad 
***sayin she bad** 
Real, educated w class 
***damn** 
Fuck round & make me a dad 
Backwoods burning like it’s a Forest fire 
Sinners preaching issa church choir 
Just wanna get the truth & get More inspired 
& build w the fam so we can all retire 
If he talk a lot then u know he lyin 
Less is more & we do the most 
They say the artist can’t do business 
Fuck that tho we doing both 
Niggas ain’t afraid of going broke 
I just know that I ain’t going back 
I feel like my city only hope 
From on my back I put it on the map 
Decisions guided by the purpose 
All the OGs told us that 
Right in front of y’all face 
How the hell u ain’t notice that 
We making em mad 
 
(Oooh Baby) Makin em, Makin em, Makin em, Makin em Mad 
(Oooh Baby) Makin em, Makin em, Makin em, Makin em Mad 
(Oooh Baby) Makin em, Makin em, Makin em, Makin em Mad 
(Oooh Baby) Makin em, Makin em, Makin em, Makin em Mad 
(Oooh Baby) Look at that, look at that, look at that, Makin em Mad 
(Oooh Baby) Look at that, look at that, look at that, Makin em Mad 
(Oooh Baby) Look at that, look at that, look at that, Makin em Mad 
(Oooh Baby) Look at that, look at that, look at that, Makin em Mad 
 
*Phone rings* 



 
Keeng Cut: Hello? 
1 Of OD: Hey, where you at? 
Keeng Cut: Man I’m over here at Andy’s 
1 Of OD: I’m finna come over there, I’m at the chicken shack. It’s way too much 
going on man 
Keeng Cut: What’s going on over there? 
1 Of OD: Sho’ lot of bullshit. I tell you when I get over there 
Keeng Cut: Alright, shit pull up I’m in front 
1 Of OD: Alright bet, here I come 
Keeng Cut: Alright 
1 Of OD: Ohh Shit! 
 
*Drive by shooting* 
 
Keeng Cut: D, D, what the fuck going on? 
 
*1 Of OD’s heart stops beating* 
 
 
9. CUT DEAD AGAIN 
featuring think.progress 
(C. Patterson, S. Johnson, A. Estes) 
Produced by Dr. View  
Recorded by Jacc Spade at Mary’s Kitchen Recording Studios. Tulsa, OK. 
Mixed & Mastered by Jacc Spade at Mary’s Kitchen Recording Studios. Tulsa, OK. 
Sample: Soulsides by Art Farmer. All Rights Reserved. 
 
This portion of CUT DEAD is a great transitional piece from the skit with Keeng Cut 
and 1 of OD. think.progress made me reflect that maybe feeling/being invisible 
actually helped me to stay alive, even when I didn’t know it. I always wondered why 
my father wasn’t in my life, why my mom wouldn’t let me leave the front yard of our 
crib on Margo St., or why I had to endure so much education. All of my being is 
connected to every emotion and struggle that I’ve experienced, and it’s taken me 30 
years to figure out that invisibility could be seen as a lifeline to discover one’s purpose 
and become closer to God. I wasn’t lucky to “make it out.” I was favored. And due to 
my favor, I have a responsibility to share my story and the stories around me in ways 
that speak hope and freedom for those who need it. Thank you for this 
think.progress. 
 
 



Lyrics 
think.progress 
the american body carries the virus. 
racism. bigotry. one-sidedness is synonymous. 
the residual racial cough is contagious 
so what’s the fuss 
because 
it’s killing only us 
spread. Dead. The American Body. 
spread through the American Body 
the plague. 
meanwhile black boys are killing each other wantonly 
deliberately 
it is sometimes advantageous to go unheard 
to be unseen, 
rewired brain chemicals changing mental circuitry 
shifting right and left brain symmetry 
chemistry 
They say we die by the gun in poverty 
Ignoring that internally we are suffering mentally 
Financially, struggling with PTSD, depression and anxiety 
Cut dead. 
 
 
10. SAM FLETCHER 
featuring Beety, Hakeem Eli’juwon & Steph Simon 
(W. Beatty, E. Pigg, S. Simon, S. Johnson, A. Estes) 
Produced by Dr. View  
Recorded by Jacc Spade at Mary’s Kitchen Recording Studios. Tulsa, OK. 
Mixed & Mastered by Jacc Spade at Mary’s Kitchen Recording Studios. Tulsa, OK. 
Sample: Soulsides by Art Farmer. All Rights Reserved. 
 
This song is in honor of the great Sam Fletcher, a renowned singer in the 1950s & 
1960s who broke racial barriers and also performed on the television show American 
Bandstand. Sam Fletcher is also the grandfather of Tulsa artist, St. Domonick. I 
appreciate the family atmosphere that is embedded in Oklahoma Hip-Hop. When 
Hakeem was recording his verse and referenced Sam Fletcher, St. Domonick was 
sitting right next to me rolling up some gas. As soon as he heard Sam’s name, his head 
popped up and he just smiled. At the time I didn’t understand the reference, so when 
St. Domonick told me the story, I stopped everything and said that it would be the 
name of the record, especially since we didn’t have a hook. This album and this song 



(along with Earl Bostic) is giving respect to Black history that was never taught or 
hidden from us. As creators, it’s our responsibility to connect our art back to the 
ancestors who paved the way for us to be alive. I had never heard of Sam Fletcher 
until we recorded the record, but I will never forget now. 
 
Major shout out to Beety, Hakeem Eli’juwon and Steph Simon. This record is an 
accountability and futuristic record. I truly believe that my life (as well as the lives of 
the artists) is drastically going to change and I have to keep reminding myself where I 
came from and who helped me to get to this point. I will never get too big to listen to 
someone in need or pray for someone who is hurting. I want to build for the future 
and provide hope for my community. This record helped me to understand that 
relationships matter more than money. I love the relationships I’ve built with these 
artists and I pray we learn to grow with one another without allowing the music 
business to change how we interact. I love this record and how the beat (specifically 
them horns) provide a good foundation for you to truly listen to what stories they are 
telling. 
 
Lyrics 
VIEW! 
 
Beety 
Even though I’m taking off, bet imma hold it down... Down 
Even though I’m taking off, man imma hold it down... Down 
Aye yo it’s easy how we run this shit 
I just let it run its course 
Used to have a couple mini me’s  
Now it’s a hundred more 
Still the one they gunnin for 
Catch me in front the store 
Breaking it down, twisting up one or more 
I just got off work this shit a fuckin chore  
Been writing raps so I ain’t gotta sweep these fuckin floors 
They know I’m in the game they askin me what’s the score  
I’ve seen a little money now I’m tryna touch some 
more 
Opened up a couple doors 
Put a stopper in em now my niggas walkin in em 
So we got a leg up like I bought em denims 
Thankful that I got the rhythm 
Polo head to toe like Carlton did em 
Dr. View he made a sharp incision 



Heavy as a car collision 
It’s an emergency 
They tryna save the beat because I killed it in the first degree 
Uh, Coroner said this was the worst he’s seen 
I might pop up at yo show to spit a verse and leave 
Shit ain’t always work out but I made it work for me 
Smoking legal when I’m sick I buy some purple weed 
As I lurk the streets the Chevy hit the perfect speed  
You gon prolly need a couple Gs to get a verse from Me 
 
Hakeem Eli’juwon 
Money it don’t make you rap better 
10 bricks won’t make you trap better 
Every time I step I’m using max effort 
blew back watching Martin in a Thrax sweater 
mad clever 
endeavors to get the blacks cheddar 
mo stellar 
dope measures up to Sam fletcher 
can’t letcha 
get up on the Yung 
won’t be that never 
jumping through the loops 
like a ball in a hoop  
tryna wiggle out the roof, stealthy  
you eitha fronting wit the loot or you can’t help me 
it ain’t constructive to the youth then it ain’t healthy 
you can’t teach what I’m blessed  
illest in the flesh 
these niggas digging through nostalgia tryna be the best 
I’m still kickin real spill on the teacher desk 
I went and got faith tatted up across my chest 
that church bus used to pick us up from the west,  
I used to wish upon a star nigga what was left? 
cuz ain’t nothing going right 
momma smoking meth 
early in my adolescence I jumped off the steps 
big cannons on the set you betta hold ya breathe 
niggas dying every night 
I wish we never met 
just a day n the life when u from the jects (projects) 



they say my character is different from what they expect, 
Beat a nigga ass for nothing cuz I need respect 
 
Steph Simon 
Yeah yeah 
By 2021 I gon’ cop some acres 
Diamonds on my pinky pinstripe suit tailored 
You looking baggy need to holler at my auntie 
Tell em Dicky Ro sent you then you charge it to the gamey 
Chun li versus cammy that’s how I kick It 
I spit that gospel but it’s explicit 
Mature ears can listen 
Audio vision grinding for it till it feel like a pension 
Living my dreams don’t pinch me 
Penitentiary visits I never did it but these bars got plenty, feel me 
See in the booth feel like the real me 
I’m looking like a walking biopic somebody film me 
Shoot it at Tyler Perry’s lately the zone I been in is scary 
That’s how I like it tho cause lately I been way too complacent 
My soul need elevation 
wallet need renovation  
my trust been off lately 
another day I can change it 
my songs need more streaming 
So pull it up and go play it, yea yea 
 
 
11. RIVERSIDE 
featuring Steph Simon, Soufwessdes & Parris Chariz 
(S. Simon, D. Jacobs, P. Hoskins, S. Johnson, A. Estes) 
Produced by Dr. View  
Recorded by Jacc Spade at Mary’s Kitchen Recording Studios. Tulsa, OK. 
Mixed & Mastered by Jacc Spade at Mary’s Kitchen Recording Studios. Tulsa, OK. 
Sample: The Bottle (Original 12 inch Version) by Gil Scott-Heron. All Rights 
Reserved. 
 
When I first heard Gil Scott-Heron’s The Bottle, I knew the record was going to be 
special (regardless of what was made of it). But I’m grateful for RIVERSIDE. It’s a 
breath of fresh air from the rest of the album. It’s a reflection of how Black people 
always find happiness in the simplest things, such as riding a bike outside, despite the 
racialized violence we encounter every day. I love everything about Tulsa, because the 



city is reflective of my values: peace, simplicity, creativity and family. In the 
technological world that we live in, it’s difficult to get kids to ride their bikes outside, 
but this record depicts the humanistic and southern approach to building community. 
I can’t wait for the video for this to drop and I appreciate the flavor that Steph, 
Soufwessdes and Parris brought to this record. It’s funk, GAP Band, soul and trap all 
at the same time. This is a Tulsa record that will be played for years and years to 
come. 
 
Lyrics 
*Bike riding down the street* 
UNO, DOS (*bike bell rings*),UNO DOS TRES, CUATRO (View)! 
 

Steph Simon 
Yeah, yeah, uh 
Yeah yeah, uh ooo 
King energy in this hoe 
And it go like... 
 
All I wanna do is hit the Lalala 
Hit up riverside and just ride my bike 
Pretty young things blue water blue sky 
And the movie nysync like bye bye bye 
All I wanna do is hit the Lalala 
Hit up riverside and just ride my bike 
Pretty young things blue water blue sky 
And the movie nysync like bye bye bye 

 

I’m Feeling like a rolling stone 
Hop in a Jeep hit that road 
Hybrids in my preroll  
tank full but my eyelids low 
Playlist on shuffle mode 
But you know the vibes 
This is how we chill  
93 until 2024 
I took the scenic route cuz we don’t rush no more 
Burn rubber on me (*shabba dabba tweet, tweet, tweet – Uncle Charlie voice*) 
You know I’m coming out that G-A-P (that GAP) 
Solo when I’m on a mission but a keep a shooter wit me like Chewbacca no C-A-P 
(No Cap) 
I don’t want no trouble, if I press button I go Parker brother if you playing games 



I just wanna get paid then get out the way 
Sip on my Pade Tea then enjoy my day, but uhhh.... 
 

All I wanna do is hit the Lalala 
Hit up riverside and just ride my bike 
Pretty young things blue water blue sky 
And the movie nysync like bye bye bye 
All I wanna do is hit the Lalala 
Hit up riverside and just ride my bike 
Pretty young things blue water blue sky 
And the movie nysync like bye bye bye 
All I wanna do is hit the Lalala 
Hit up riverside and just ride my bike 
Pretty young things blue water blue sky 
And the movie nysync like bye bye bye 
All I wanna do is hit the Lalala 
Hit up riverside and just ride my bike 
Pretty young things blue water blue sky 
And the movie nysync like bye bye bye 
 

Soufwessdes 
Take a puff of the weed and get high high high 
White ash on the wood so you know this fire 
Got Lani in whip cuz I know she gon ride 
already know I keep a pistol on my side 
Diamond on my body look like water when I slide 
Bruce Leroy kicking like Nigga watch out 
Get chicken from the spinach 
Soufwess popeye 
Like Magic when I’m trappin 
Like niggas why lie 
I’m w/ steph ridin bikes 
Around the town getting high 
Quick to cut a bitch off bye, bye, bye  
I’m playa ass Nigga to a girl I Neva lie 
Gotta eat health get a salad on the side 
Wipe nigga nose like a cold I’m on fiya 
Mouf full of gold Im show every time, yeah 
Mouf full of gold Im show every time 
 
 



Steph Simon 
All I wanna do is hit the Lalala 
Hit up riverside and just ride my bike 
Pretty young things blue water blue sky 
And the movie nysync like bye bye bye 
All I wanna do is hit the Lalala 
Hit up riverside and just ride my bike 
Pretty young things blue water blue sky 
And the movie nysync like bye bye bye 
All I wanna do is hit the Lalala 
Hit up riverside and just ride my bike 
Pretty young things blue water blue sky 
And the movie nysync like bye bye bye 
All I wanna do is hit the Lalala 
Hit up riverside and just ride my bike 
Pretty young things blue water blue sky 
And the movie nysync like bye bye bye 
 

Steph Simon 
And my bike cost $4,000 
And my tires got new mileage 
Came through with a new fabric 
Can’t lose this is a new challenge 
Vacate for a few hours 
Ducked off while flack rather 
Certain veggie, that’s a new balance 
Certain veggie, that’s a new balance 
 
Parris Chariz 
I talk lil more slicker 
I said it, it’s scripture 
Lil ma getting thicker 
I cant take no pictures 
I aint got a minute 
skirt off aint no liquor 
my safe in the kitchen 
its next to the bread 
I just wanna sit down n get it straight from the thumb 
I just need the kitchen the water come from the son 
I been on a mission to give it back to the slums 
da paper a lil thicker when u got it from the drums 



 
Steph Simon 
All I wanna do is hit the Lalala 
Hit up riverside and just ride my bike 
Pretty young things blue water blue sky 
And the movie nysync like bye bye bye 
All I wanna do is hit the Lalala 
Hit up riverside and just ride my bike 
Pretty young things blue water blue sky 
And the movie nysync like bye bye bye 
All I wanna do is hit the Lalala 
Hit up riverside and just ride my bike 
Pretty young things blue water blue sky 
And the movie nysync like bye bye bye 
All I wanna do is hit the Lalala 
Hit up riverside and just ride my bike 
Pretty young things blue water blue sky 
And the movie nysync like bye bye bye 
 
UNO, DOS,UNO DOS TRES, CUATRO 
*bike bell rings* 
 
12. ‘93 ROCKETS | ‘88 COMPTON 
featuring Soufwessdes, Thomas Who? & St. Domonick 
(D. Jacobs, R. Thomas, C. Fletcher, S. Johnson, A. Estes) 
Produced by NOLO  
Recorded by Jacc Spade at Mary’s Kitchen Recording Studios. Tulsa, OK. 
Mixed & Mastered by Jacc Spade at Mary’s Kitchen Recording Studios. Tulsa, OK. 
 
NOLO is a better producer than me. No question. NOLO was playing this beat on 
his IG story, and as soon as I heard it, I told him to take it down because I wanted to 
buy it. The horns are crazy to me, and I can’t wait to hear a North Side Tulsa High 
School like Booker T or Central play it. And NOLO is also dope because the record 
ain’t even a sample. I knew that putting Soufwessdes, Thomas Who? & St. Domonick 
on the record would make it an undeniable hit. It’s an energy song and really levels the 
playing field (sonically) for the entire album.  
 
This is a statement track. It personifies that “Oklahoma Hip-Hop is here” and we 
compare ourselves to the greats such as the 93 Houston Rockets Championship 
Team, and 88 Compton, during the time of NWA. Most will disregard us, but I’m 
behind it 100%. We deserve to be discussed in the rap game. 



 
Lyrics 
NOLO means Quality.  

View! 

 

Soufwessdes 

Soufwessdes Baby... Yeah! Yeah, yeah! 

In my own league you can call it justice  

Open up the bag and you know it’s real musty  
Mashing on the gas, and you know you can’t touch me  
I’m on the wave baby  
I’m in my B.A.D. (big ass duffle) why? 
Hate on me why? 
Soufwess D  
Step curry with the 3  
When it come to the fees  
I’m excellent  
Talent from God, it’s heaven sent  
Got hustle mixed with some excellence 
My backwood is stuffed with the medicine 
She sucking me just like a peppermint  
A player I drip with the letterman  
Invisible man Ralph Ellison 
I’m sliding with all of the evidence 
I’m saucy, ya girl favorite condiment 
A President I do not politic  
 
In my own league you can call it justice  

Open up the bag and you know it’s real musty  
Mashing on the gas, and you know you can’t touch me  
I’m on the wave baby  
I’m in my B.A.D. (big ass duffle) why? 
Hate on me why? 
Soufwess D  
Step curry with the 3  
When it come to the fees  
I’m excellent  
Talent from God, it’s heaven sent  
 
 



Thomas Who? 
Thom Thom just a fat boy in a Cadillac treating 35 like the autobahn 
(I’m on the wave baby)  
tell ya dogs we don’t do pigs better mussle em nigga Ramadan 
(I’m on the wave baby)  
we mask up and then catch plays my block looking like comic con 
(I’m on the wave baby)  
bae home in one piece bikini top wit no bottoms on 
(I’m on the wave baby)  
I don”t spongebob wit you square niggas 
fraternize or share wit ya 
(I’m on the wave baby)  
I'm dope though, you wont smoke with coke flow I dare niggas 
(I’m on the wave baby)  
like a slim waste and a round brown imma pear picker 
(I’m on the wave baby)  
at ya neck like a noose knot, let the truth rock imma chair kicker 
nigga hang tight imma bear wit ya 
(I’m on the wave baby)  
yo g I know rappers boo boo 
(I’m on the wave baby)  
showed up to the venue capping left like what had happened to you 
got that onomatopoeia hit yo lady with a chu chu 
and niggas acting gangsta wit a du du du du du du 
(I’m on the wave baby)  
this ain't Nardwar ending interviews  
Saint Thom putting end to you 
(I’m on the wave baby)  
and a Souf Wess King Energy 
better crown us like a dentist do 
(I’m on the wave baby)  
I'm stepped into that law office no business suit 
(I’m on the wave baby)  
who'd thought that a Eastsider wit a attitude who they listen to  
Nigga at will look 10 and 2. 
 
St. Domonick 
Kush in my body I smoke like a Harley 
V on my back but it ain’t come from bari 
I take me a pack make it flip like Jeff hardy 
Vuelo the one brought the drugs in the party 



I surf on a bih, if you wavy I’m gnarly 
playboy like Carti, they really can’t stand it 
I gang with some niggas that’s solid as granite 
so fuck with the flight I suggest you don’t plan it 
when it comes to them cannons, they sharper than Shannon 
give me three years I’ll be parking the phantom 
Ay, I made a plot and a plan with my mans to get bands taking shots in Atlanta 
Ay, don’t want no clout from these niggas  
ironic my wave is a drought to these niggas 
hey it’s almost lights out for these niggas 
Ay, I cannot vouch for these niggas 
Young Charlie Chaplin I don’t do no talkin 
I post on the block with that pack on my pocket 
these niggas cap I see through em like stockin’s 
918 bitch we the 93 Rockets/ 918 bitch we like 88 Compton 
they tried to tarnish all that we accomplished 
young SSS I be drippin Dasani 
we on a wave like Johnny tsunami, Vuelo 
 
Soufwessdes 
In my own league you can call it justice  

Open up the bag and you know it’s real musty  
Mashing on the gas, and you know you can’t touch me  
I’m on the wave baby  
I’m in my B.A.D. (big ass duffle) why? 
Hate on me why? 
Soufwess D  
Step curry with the 3  
When it come to the fees  
I’m excellent  
Talent from God, it’s heaven sent  
Got hustle mixed with some excellence 
 
 
13. (W)RIGHT BROTHERS 
featuring Jacobi Ryan & Deezy 
(J. Isham, J. Curd, S. Johnson, A. Estes, M. Cox) 
Produced by Dr. View 
Recorded by Jacc Spade at Mary’s Kitchen Recording Studios. Tulsa, OK. 
Mixed & Mastered by Jacc Spade at Mary’s Kitchen Recording Studios. Tulsa, OK. 
Sample: Harlem River Drive by Bobbi Humphries 



 
(W)RIGHT BROTHERS is an identity record. Many people cannot differentiate 
between confidence and cockiness. When you know your worth and why you were 
created to live, you will move in ways to protect your peace, energy and time, in hopes 
of fulfilling your purpose. When Jacobi Ryan and Deezy spazzed on this record, I 
heard confidence in knowing who they were, what and who they represent, and how 
they never forget what Black people have endured. They fear nothing and no one but 
God. The Wright Brothers, credited for flying the first airplane in 1903, is a play on 
words. Jacobi Ryan & Deezy are conveying that they are both flight risks, simply 
because they are rare artists, and are willing to take chances to not only chase their 
dreams, but help humanity by achieving those dreams. Lastly, they understand that 
they are always going to win, even if they make mistakes along the way. 
 
I love the sounds in this record and how the skit connects to it as well. The sample is 
a car trying to start up, so we developed a skit where Jacc Spade called his homie 
(which was my cousin Michael Cox) because he was stranded on the side of the road 
due to car troubles. A majority of us have experienced car problems and hate being 
stranded while it’s either hot or cold as hell outside. I believe it was a humanistic 
connection to life circumstances. Much love to Jacc Spade and cousin Mike for 
helping me on this. It was a fun and organic process. Shout out to Tastee Freez! 
 
Lyrics 
*phone rings* 
 
Cousin Michael: Hello? 
Jacc Spade: Man what up bro? 
Cousin Michael: What’s up man 
Jacc Spade: Man, my shit don’ broke down, can you come get me? 
Cousin Michael: Fuck you mean broke down? You got roadside? 
Jacc Spade: Nah nigga if I had that bro I wouldn’t be calling you, man come on bro. 
Cousin Michael: Got damn!... aight man 
Jacc Spade: Come on man I’m right here at Tastee Freez bro 
Cousin Michael: Aight 
Jacc Spade: Man, it’s hot than a motherfucker out here.. 
 
 
Jacobi Ryan 
Hey, Hey, Yeah 
Hold on, Hold on, 
Yeah, look, hey 
Slight drip 



Ima flight risk 
Had to show em right quick they don’t do it like this 
Take risks 
Niggas ain’t afraid of shit 
Know them niggas talkin shit but they don’t do it like this 
I’m hit 
Nigga I’m lit 
Heard them niggas talkin shit but they don’t do it like this 
3/5ths 
That’s what they insist 
Know them niggas talkin shit but they don’t do it like this 
 
I said fuck the system they say I ain’t diplomatic 
I said fuck the system they thought I was democratic 
I said fuck them parties cuz both of em symptomatic 
I said fuck the system cuz all that shit systematic 
But u know how it go 
They tell u that u don’t know 
So they can create a role 
That only they know how to hold, nah 
This from the soul, be grateful this from the soul 
Cuz I came from my ego I would treat u niggas like hoes 
Since back in high school autographs all in my notes, I suppose 
That that was just the soil for the rose 
 
Young nigga just keep it real it’s never comfortable to pose 
Photographer showed the photos I’m like yea them hoes dope 
When the same ones who started it own it now 
I wonder how many ppl they started w still hold it down 
Especially thru this propaganda inspiring us to doubt 
This country try to hold us down 
But we got fight to go around look 
 
Slight drip 
Ima flight risk 
Had to show em right quick they don’t do it like this 
Take risks 
Niggas ain’t afraid of shit 
Know them niggas talkin shit but they don’t do it like this 
I’m hit 
Nigga I’m lit 



Heard them niggas talkin shit but they don’t do it like this 
3/5ths 
That’s what they insist 
Know them niggas talkin shit but they don’t do it like this 
 
Deezy 
I’m knowing this world wanna glade wrap me 
I’m looking in the mirror fearing no man just god and the one looking back at me 
It’s crazy how we evolve, been through the rise and fall 
Shit ironically I ain’t give a fuck but I gave my all 
Compare to who? I carried myself nobody carry you 
Until they pallbearers OGs speaking in parables 
I can’t decipher seen with this 3rd eye I been staring through 
This world will make you sick to your stomach the weed theraflu 
I know that....but this how we get down 
What’s funny I been hittin this gas to slow the shit down 
Yea, I’m feeling loopy these niggas goofy and tryna tell me that this doesn’t suit me I 
went and tailored the fit now, look 
I’m lit slight drip this the pipes runnin 
A flight risk the wright brothers (oh we the wright brothers) 
Just has to stunt right quick 
And show them niggas they don’t stunt like this it’s too easy 
 
Jacobi Ryan 
Slight drip 
Ima flight risk 
Had to show em right quick they don’t do it like this 
Take risks 
Niggas ain’t afraid of shit 
Know them niggas talkin shit but they don’t do it like this 
I’m hit 
Nigga I’m lit 
Heard them niggas talkin shit but they don’t do it like this 
3/5ths 
That’s what they insist 
Know them niggas talkin shit but they don’t do it like this 
 
14. PINE 
featuring Hakeem Eli’juwon 
(E. Pigg, S. Johnson, A. Estes) 
Produced by Dr. View 



Recorded by Jacc Spade at Mary’s Kitchen Recording Studios. Tulsa, OK. 
Mixed & Mastered by Jacc Spade at Mary’s Kitchen Recording Studios. Tulsa, OK. 
Sample: No Long Conversations by Eddie Kendricks 
 
When I heard this Eddie Kendricks sample, I knew that it sounded like Tulsa, and 
there was no better person in my mind to bring flavor to the record than Hakeem 
Eli’juwon. Pimp C definitely lives in Hakeem and I’m grateful that my little bro is 
getting an opportunity to shine and do what he loves. PINE is a “ride through the city 
type of record” (preferably while on PINE St.). I can’t wait to pull up at QT 
(QuikTrip) on Pine and Peoria and witness my people blasting this record. It’s 
definitely a feel good record that calls out people who don’t live by what they say, as 
well as giving energy to our gifts, as opposed to distractions. Hakeem, I appreciate you 
G! 
 
Major shout to Jacc Spade. Not only is he a dope engineer but he is a dope actor. 
Much love to you and Fred. That scalpel reference was dope. When I heard you 
record it, I was like, “Shit, I guess I need to walk around with a scalpel in my back 
pocket!” Love you bro! 
 
Lyrics 
Hakeem Eli’juwon 
Yung Lyfe! 
Lavishly laid 
magically made 
feel like its automatic 
watch me stack n the shade 
put my feelings aside 
show the game how it’s played 
armor all on the leather 
I get lost in a daze 
through the stormiest weather 
and the darkest of days 
I took chances to get it 
manifested some things 
shook them haters up off me 
started using my brain 
niggas is losing they soul 
ain’t as real as they claim 
these mothafuckas knock the culture and can’t find a lane 
coward ass rap niggas using pain in vain 
hype off the internet but it cost to swang 



ain’t never did a damn thang just some clone copies 
I was rockin stages niggas moving errbody 
serving H, real hustle and we made a profit 
tryna maximize gains 
We are not the same 
moving through the city like I’m HOV 
Tryna make some change 
 
Ain’t no pressure forever is a mighty long time 
playin Krit, thankful I still got a chance to make mine 
hook behind the verse same flavor just a new rhyme 
yunglyfe da Vinci all grind, nigga no slime 
93 flying flying down pine money on my mind 
folks talkin bout they all real tellin all lies 
can’t associate wit y’all guys bunch of small fries 
smoke and mirrors blind to the wise open y’all eyes 
 
Jacc Spade 
Man yo View bro, man I just talked to Fred man he down on greenwood man, these 
little jokers asking how View cut up his samples man, I told them jokers man with a 
scalpel man. Man I’m telling you bro, you got to drop this, man everybody been 
asking about it, shit, man hearing me bump it, hearing these jokers bump it. I’m down 
hear on greenwood these old school jokers down here in they slicks man, cleaner than 
a board of health, man down here boogie’n man, come on man, give it to the people 
View! 
 
15. EVERY PRESIDENT 
featuring Dialtone, Beety, Chris The God MC Cain & Keeng Cut 
(A. Andrews, W. Beatty, C. McCain, K. Lane, S. Johnson, A. Estes) 
Produced by Dr. View & Chris The God MC Cain 
Recorded by Jacc Spade at Mary’s Kitchen Recording Studios. Tulsa, OK. 
Mixed & Mastered by Jacc Spade at Mary’s Kitchen Recording Studios. Tulsa, OK. 
Sample: Runaway Love by Linda Clifford 
 
There is no better way to finish the album than with this outro record. I honestly wish 
I had more artists on the record because it could just go on forever. Major shout out 
to Chris The God MC Cain for collaborating on this sample. Dialtone, Beety, Chris 
The God MC Cain and Keeng Cut brought some vivid descriptions of surviving life 
in Oklahoma, learning from mistakes, the ramifications of racialized integration, the 
broken political system that hinders potential Black voters and being authentic at all 
times. Oklahoma Hip-Hop artists are so independent. We understand Hip-Hop and 



American history, the woes of the music business and how major labels truly reflect 
capitalism and power. This is not just a critique of Presidents, but the critique of a 
country that has never truly cared about Black life (regardless of any sector that you 
mention). Chris The God MC Cain’s hook of “these some good times we livin’, I tell 
you right now so you don’t look back and miss it” is a reminder that we (as Black 
people) are all we got, and we must never lose sight of that. We have to love each 
other with selfless intentions. 
 
Lyrics 
Dialtone 
It’s Tulsa World. 
 
Ima keep it 1000 
We was running thru public housing 
My pops sustained us 
I’ll give it all to him fuck being famous 
Spent his whole check on Segas 
Know real street fighters who mask up like Vega 
Behind this paper , niggas will staple’ll ya 
Pray Adrian get his mind right 
He only got one of these lifes 
Fuck wasting it trivial shit 
Nobody owe you 
You gotta remold the game, nigga 
Don’t let it mold you 
I’m thinking mogul 
Add up the total 
Then deposit 
Fuck gossip 
I see you gettin it 
But how you got it 
Is just as important 
Niggas got egos 
But are you willing to die behind it 
I try to mold the Sonics 
We was hooked on phonics 
Game bang topics 
I was always an artist, 
I was always a part of this 
Sex and drugs baby thugs who dealing with demons 
Who won’t let go of that grudge remember it’s bigger reasons 



We up when the sun cracked the sky 
Thinking what would nipsey do 
In situations where I don’t feel comfortable 
Thinking what I’m amount to 
It’s a mountain to climb 
But it can’t amount to you 
This is Tulsa 
I was awarded opportunities 
But my niggas need impunity, nigga 
I was awarded opportunities 
But my niggas need impunity 
 
Beety 
Niggas rather learn the hard way 
And I’m guilty myself  
But I learn from my mistakes that’s just what built me as well  
It’s trial and error 
How you gon bounce back 
Still tryna get that cheese out the mousetrap 
Oh Me I’m tryna get a hold  
on how to culture mold 
Tryna turn a couple hundred sold into a fuckin boat   
They think because you pace yourself  
You must’ve choked  
But it’s miller time   
Best believe when my shot come you know I’m drillin mine  
I done stepped back you still inside 
TSP (The Space Program) creating space  
With everything that’s taking place   
You ain’t even saving face  
Looking for a change of pace  
come on down to death row it might be your saving grace 
Catch me cooking up on the gravy train  
If I get off track bet the engineer gon save me mane 
Solid like a 88 
Blacker than flava flav 
They steady hatin from the stands but the game is played 
 
Chris The God MC Cain 
These some good times we livin 
I tell you right now so you don’t look back and miss it 



These some good times we livin 
I tell you right now so you don’t look back and miss it, my nigga 
Don’t take this time shit for granted 
Imma open up and tell y’all a secret 
I’m real and they all fake 
That’s my only weakness  
I’m real and they all fake  
that’s my only weakness 
I ain’t never lied to you my nigga 
Yea I fuck wit yeezys 
Ima Kobe fan I been wearing adidas  
Donald Trump a racist 
Tell me what I didn’t know 
It’s fuck every president 
That’s what y’all missing tho 
2008, 12, & 16 I didn’t vote 
2020 the same result  
I love my ancestors tho 
Let’s govern ourselves  
Power to the people 
Civil rights was cool but I ain’t ya fuckin equal 
If you tell em not to tell nobody 
They gone tell somebody 
To tell them not to tell nobody 
They love to run they mouth 
When it comes to bars I’m never running out 
They wanted to be in the crew  
then we shunned em out 
Get outta here 
I feel the ambiance in the atmosphere  
I prolly fake my death just to get some love 
She a queen to me but give yo bitch a hug 
Since you call her that 
Niggas talking smoke I want all of that  
They should put my albums in the almanac  
Can’t finesse me I won’t fall for that, never 
Can’t finesse me I won’t fall for that, never 
Can’t finesse me I won’t fall for that, never 
 
Keeng Cut 
Fall for that, uh 



I’m so thankful to be here didn’t know I would be here 
When I was in middle school I seen things so damn clear 
Didn’t wanna H double O.P wanted to P.I.M.P 
Grew up with family from that H double O.D. 
Fast forward 03 I’m a rap nigga 
Graduated didn’t go to college but hungout with trap niggas 
Ask them snitch niggas I’m the 1st one to snap nigga 
But these niggas cool with rats so I had to leave that fight alone 
Only Rat we recognize is Fat Squeak and that’s that 
I had to learn the hard way the trill died with Chad 
These niggas killed Nip and I still ain’t came to grips with that 
All of these ideas I need more than a grip for that 
World Culture Music Fest plus Pade Tea Fest 
Type of shit that happen when you see the gems manifest 
Flavor like a bitch I couldn’t conceal it with a briefcase 
Can I please got damn use my own style for Pete’s sake 
Industry niggas been biting’ 
Lately I ain’t been writing 
Plan before I incite it 
Remember it wasn’t a secret if you wasn’t invited, nigga 
oops oops oops 
Oops, oops, oops 
 
Chris The God Mc Cain 
These some good times we livin 
I tell you right now so you don’t look back and miss it 
These some good times we livin 
I tell you right now so you don’t look back and miss, it my nigga 
 
 
16. CUT DEAD ALWAYS 
featuring think.progress 
(C. Patterson, S. Johnson, C. McCain, A. Estes) 
Produced by Dr. View & Chris The God MC Cain 
Recorded by Jacc Spade at Mary’s Kitchen Recording Studios. Tulsa, OK. 
Mixed & Mastered by Jacc Spade at Mary’s Kitchen Recording Studios. Tulsa, OK. 
Sample: Runaway Love by Linda Clifford 
 

If all Black folx are not free, then none of us are. When we think about the Black 
experience, I think we unconsciously/consciously erase Black LGBTQ lives. Black 
feminist and Hip-Hop feminist scholars have saved my life tremendously (shout out 



to my mom, granny, Louise Davis, Ola Mae Stinson, Janice Ford, Bettina Love, 
Regina Bradley, Ruth Nicole Brown, Thandi Sulé and others), but I think it becomes a 
time when we as Black men have to step up and just do better. Love better. Build 
better. Apologize better. And not allow our masculinity and privilege to get in the way 
of sharing society and space with all Black folx. I appreciate the words of 
think.progress when he mentions how we need to love, support and protect our Black 
women, including trans and gender, non-conforming folx. When we don’t 
acknowledge all Blackness, we’re basically no better than white supremacists because 
we’re saying all Black lives do not matter. 
 
Overall, I’m blessed that this was the official ending of the record. It’s a good 
stopping point that makes you reflect, “What is next?” 
 
Lyrics 
think.progress 
Because we kill those who are not the same 
Black, gay, become slain 
Forced to choose between sexual identity, race and 
invisibility 
Or end up dead 
Pray and support the LGBTQ+ community 
Our silence allows others to fill the vacuum critically 
To lead the debate in our absence 
potentially 
This is tragic 
#Hashtag 
Black girl magic 
Black girls matter 
Pushed out 
Over-policed 
And unprotected 
Cut dead. 
This bullshit can’t be accepted 
Forced to mask their insecurities and pain 
Taunted for their nappy roots 
It’s a paradox 
Interplay of privilege and vulnerability leading to oppression 
There in cahoots 
Marginalized; Pay attention to the clues 
They feel ugly on the outside 
Never doubting their inner beauty 



Beautiful cocoa brown skin 
Thick braided locks 
Gorgeous Brown eyes 
America 
I count on my sisters 
Despite your “pretty for a black girl” lies 
Each night before bed 
I count my sisters 
Because of the bounty you put on their lives 
Quiet strength 
See them 
Hear, affirm and love on them 
Because the human race makes us all kin 
Despite our differences 
We all face Adverse Childhood Experiences 
Hustle hard 
But we are still the only face that face A.C.E. in the hood 
Misunderstood 
black boys and girls are denied the right to be young. 
Dangerous 
Interchangeable 
guilty until proven innocent 
sophisticated thugs 
expendable, 
We are not invincible 
Closed mindsets 
Invisible 
Divisible from fearless dialogues 
One nation, indivisible, ridiculed, with liberty and justice for some 
We need to change the rules 
Dominant white cultures and ideologies 
Don’t let them extinguish you 
Let the fire burn within 
Support Black pride 
That is commendable 
We are not invisible 
Cut dead. 
 

*People go back to talking amongst each other* 
 


